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QUALITY / PRICE RATIO 8
CONSTRUCTION 9
SOUND 9
EASE OF USE 9
8.8

Its been quite a time since ADAM presented a new line of monitors, and expectations were high.
Now almost surprisingly comes the new S Series which includes five models, classified for use in a 
horizontal (H) or vertical (V). 
We had the pleasure of trying the first S3H to arrive in Italy
The horizontal alignment of two bass drivers, mid driver and ribbon tweeter has always been 
ADAM’s calling card.

The S series is a totally new for 
ADAM - the low- and mid-range 
drivers have been completely 
redesigned and the ribbon 
tweeter is the most accurate ever 
produced by ADAM. Most 
importantly a wave guide has 
been introduced for the tweeter 
and the midrange driver. 
As with any modern monitor, the 
S series also employs an internal 
DSP for management of 
crossover points, controlling 
parameters including a seven 
band equaliser.
It is also ready for future 
expansions. 
In addition to DSP, there is also a 

AES / EBU digital input: ADAM uses a conversion to 24-bit 96 kHz input and output. This also 
includes a Thru output to cascade-connect monitors.

Hardware

The two seven-inch bass drivers (called ELE, Extended Linear Excursion) have been created from 
scratch to combine with the (very hard and heavy) cabinet’s bass reflex system. 

The woofer has a reduced total weight, with respect to other speakers of a similar diameter, with a 
very rigid cone. 

The basket has been designed to minimise resonances and distortion, while the mechanical 
suspension is designed to have a very wide excursion in both directions, but without being too 
elastic, so as to ensure high levels of SPL.
 
The metal basket has been anodised with a suitable material to absorb the heat. 
Also interesting is the design of the magnet, which has a range of three times the previous model. 
This translates into a higher air displacement than in the past, with a better effect on the dynamics 



and reduced distortion. Further improvements are related to the 
driver ventilation, which ensures better performance than previous 
models.

The four-inch DCH mid driver is also a new project, with a hybrid 
design: the outer part recalls the classic cone driver, while the 
interior is dome-shaped, made of a rigid material (a composite of 
carbon laminates).
It’s basket recalls the characteristics of the woofer for ventilation 
and the higher excursion capacity. It behaves like a piston up to 8 
kHz, with a net reduction of vibrations and resonances. 
The midrange driver and ribbon tweeter are inserted into a 
waveguide (High Frequency Propagation System) made from a 
single piece of aluminium.
ADAM’s classic Accelerated Ribbon Tweeter has become the S-
ART tweeter due to more care and precision requirements in its 
production. It is still built by hand in Berlin.

DSP

The DSP at the digital heart of the new ADAM manages crossover, optimises frequency response 
and is managed by an OLED display on the back panel with encoder/switch. 
It will also be controllable in the future with a computer application that will use the rear-panel USB 
connection.

The DSP provides two shelving filters (one 
for low and one for high frequencies) and six 
parametric bands with variable Q with cut or 
boost functions. 

Five memories are provided for the DSP 
presets, three of which are occupied with 
factory presets.

The first is “Pure”, a flat, accurate frequency 
response, next is “UNR” (Uniform Natural 
Response) programmed by ADAM to 
provide a more musical, or natural, 
response, and third is an S3A preset to 
emulate the frequency response and the 
characteristics of raw S3A (Classic S). 

The DSP is also responsible for managing 
the protection limiter (not programmable), 
the AES3 digital input and the USB 
connection. A second slot, optional, will 

enter other digital or communication 
connections.

The DSP also controls the input level (-60 / + 12 dB), the delay in milliseconds in the case of multi-
channel setup, the assignment of the AES channel between L and R, the recall of the preset 
programming of the six band equaliser and shelf filters. The digital signal is then routed to the 
digital crossover and converted by the D/A for its amplifiers.

Amplification



Woofer and drivers utilise Class D ICE Power amplifiers well known to the Hi Fi community: two 
ICE Power 500 Watts for the two woofers and one 300 Watt for the DCH driver. 

For the tweeter, a class A/B 50-Watt amplifier was chosen.

The crossover points are placed at 250 Hz and 3 kHz, while the mid driver descends down to 200 
Hz. It produces a total SPL of 126 dB (at one meter), for a total weight of almost 27 kg per single 
monitor. 
The frequency response is declared to be 32 Hz to 50 kHz.

In trial

The first impression is an excellent aesthetic: the S3H is built without snagging or uncertainty, a 
manicured composite of high-grade materials. 

They are beautiful to look at and recall the raw S3A line with the a modern and precise turn. 

The style of design provides a formidable studio look. The weight is above average, but it is also a 
guarantee of quality and rigidity. 

We have tested it with Italian DMSD decouplers that have proven necessary to get the best from 
the S3H. 

After an extensive trial period, especially for the woofer, we decided to use them in Pure mode.
The DSP setting that provides the flattest frequency response, according to some rumours, might 
not be pleasant at first listen due to its neutrality. 

Never mind what is said by others, Pure is S3H at its most useful and precise. 

This neutrality can sound sterile to the layman, but the three-way ADAM S3H convinced us from 
the first notes.

The sound is balanced, without holes or annoying resonances, with a distinctly modern tone and, 
sensationally, with a stereo spatiality never heard before. 



Everything sounds very open on the stereo field, embarrassing three-way monitors costing far 
more. 

Listening is the most modern experience there may be, with a high frequency presence more 
discreet and respectful than previous ADAM monitors.
The tweeter is perfectly clear and distinctive, with a high sheen. 

The S3H maintains the tonal specifications that we find with in Class D amplification, always 
detailed on transients but different in the three-dimensional representation to a Class A. 

Pure is a preset that brings everything forward, without differences in the frequency response, 
which reveals every single detail and focuses on each environmental element, leading to an 
analysis of the mix and making mastering very easy to grasp even for inexperienced ears. 

This feature, which is useful in making mix choices and mastering, has its counterpart in a lower 
dimensional representation of the amplitude envelopes. 
It's a subtlety that you may or may not like, and has to do with the perception of dynamic bass and 
average critical listening but also aligned with the way people listen in general. 

The volume of air that moves is the equal of monitors that cost at least twice as much and, to the 
S3H’s undeniable advantage, low frequencies flow with great ease, even at low listening volumes. 

There are monitors that meet there needs of the sound engineer who works at low volume levels 
but then, in the presence of the producer and musician, wants to impress the listener with power, 
frequency response and musicality. 

Personally I do not doubt that the winning preset is “Pure” and, hence, do not we move from there. 

After testing the preset Classic S (the one that emulates the previous S3A), where the average 
high flow rates are ahead, there is a tweeter predominance that for us is annoying, and lows are 
less pronounced in our opinion. 

In Classic S mode listening fatigue appears, which in Pure has not occured.

The UNR preset could possibly have been designed to meet the listening needs of classical music 
or, perhaps, to the HiFi market. 

Here we have not been at ease: excessive low frequency, some confusion too about the midrange 
and the limiters are activated more frequently than the other presets. It's like listening with a 
loudness effect. 

It gives the classic wow effect at first, but we don’t see it being useful in music production. 

However, if you desire an emotional aspect, rather than critical listening, it is the right preset for 
motion pictures or movies, or simply to impress bystander musicians and audience.

Whatever the preset you prefer, it is clear that the S3H is a sound chameleon.
It is easy to imagine, for example, room correction applications via the USB port.
Change a few dB of internal equalisation and the colours of the S3H change drastically. 

Its difficult to find such a high flexibility among monitors in this price range.

The last test is reserved for listening Digital inputs: the S3H also apply presets to Digital inputs and 
there is difference there which for us is very clear. 



In moving the signal to A/D, and also listening to the monitor with 44.1 kHz and 24-bit digital signal, 
the S3A preset sounds a bit more transparent and precise than the analog input. 

Using the digital input in Pure mode is as good as these monitors can give.

Turning to management, the choice of the rear panel as home to a switch-equipped encoder 
(selecting different functions as you rotate to the right rather than to the left), is not ideal - these 
monitors weigh a lot and moving them is risky. 

The USB connection seems dated and, perhaps in the midfield position there are also issues with 
cable length limits. 

An ethernet connection, even in multi-channel systems, would be a must in this class of monitor.

A though, finally, at the end of the test: if there was a passive model, how it would sound with 
amplifiers in Class A?

Conclusions

ADAM is back in the market with a perfect three-way model for tone quality, price and features. 

Artful sound, impactful timbre of great class and precision, excellent construction are part of the 
broad appeal of the S3H with some new details fundamental for the its success. 

Anyone who works in the audio production industry should devote at least half an hour to listening 
to the S3H, to reset the quality bar on three-way monitors. 

Then when you see the price, it will be very difficult not to take them definitely in the studio. 

The new benchmark in this price 
segment.
 
PRO

Excellent Construction
Awesome stereo Picture
Internal DSP for effective equalisation

AGAINST

USB connection for control
Amp Class D affects the sound
 


